Incomm supports idea

By Henry Lichtstein

The idea of a fifth floor on the Student Center to be devoted to reserve books and study areas was given support by the Institute Committee on Thursday evening.

Loche's remarks

Access to William H. Loche, Director of Libraries, the proposed additions would duplicate arrangements in reserve book collections, totaling nearly 20,000 volumes and would provide additional storage for individual study needs in "a noisy library atmosphere." Additionally, there may well be a collection of about 5,000 general interest books. The overall plans are in hand," Loche noted. "The big stumbling block is money." The atmosphere. Additionally, support by the Institute may well be a collection of substantial competence in library and study areas.

Committee alters policy toward doctorate language requirement

By Richard Millman

MIT's policy toward the Language requirement for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy has recently been clarified.

Last spring the Committee on graduate School Policy approved an alternative to the standard requirement of a reading knowledge of two foreign languages. Instead, a student may demonstrate "substantial competence in appreciating and understanding foreign language." "Substantial competence" is defined as (1) Passing a written reading examination with an A; (2) Illustrating ability to discuss in conversation ideas presented in lecture; (3) Freely, demonstrating ability to converse comfortably in the foreign language.

A foreign student must demonstrate competence in reading and speaking English.

The main revisions in the Master's curriculum were made to increase its quantitative content. A new first-year subject in Mathematical Models, integrating mathematical materials previously taught in other subjects, is now required. In the Sloan Fellowship Program, course structure revisions in the quantitative studies and the humanities began in the spring of 1963. The program is under study by a committee headed by Prof. Sirsat M. Jha.

The undergraduate curriculum has been augmented by an experimental program entitled "Undergraduate Systems Curriculum." The curriculum was developed by a faculty committee directed by Prof. J. W. Forrester.

Committee alters policy toward doctorate language requirement

Four Tech staff members earn promotions

Four student members of the Tech were promoted at a meeting of the board of directors last Wednesday.

Ted Trobridge, '87, was advanced from sports staff to acting associate sports editor. In the News Department, Esther Glashower was promoted to the position of assistant news editor; candidates Mark Rodgers and Harvey Schultze, both W, were given news staff status.

Dean Johnson announces Course 15 revisions; curricula to include more quantitative studies

Howard W. Johnson, Dean of the School of Industrial Management, announced in his annual report some major changes in the Master's Curriculum, teh Sloan Fellowships, and the undergraduate curricula.

The principal revisions in the Master's curriculum were made to increase its quantitative content. A new first-year subject in Mathematical Models, integrating mathematical materials previously taught in other subjects, is now required. In the Sloan Fellowship Program, course structure revisions in the quantitative studies and the humanities began in the summer of 1963. The program is under study by a committee headed by Prof. Sirsat M. Jha.

The undergraduate curriculum has been augmented by an experimental program entitled "Undergraduate Systems Curriculum." The curriculum was developed by a faculty committee directed by Prof. J. W. Forrester.

Free Spring Weekend Invitations this week in Building 10

ONLY 12 MORE SHOPPING DAYS

Bradford
Hampton Beach Casino

Maynard Ferguson

Plattes

Crossfires

Brendywine Singers

Smith — JU 4700

Wheeler — AT 5772

ends drag, pull, speeds up electric shaving

Old Spice - with that crisp, clean masculine aroma!